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To 
C.N.V.M.  
DIRECTIA GENERALA SUPRAVEGHERE 
DIRECTIA EMITENTI 
SERVICIUL INFORMARE SI PROTECTIA INVESTITORILOR 
Facsimile: 021/3266849  
In attention of Mr. Ciprian COPARIU – general manager  
 
To 
SC MECANICA CEAHLAU Inc 
Str. Dumbravei, nr. 6, Piatra Neamt 
Facsimile: 0233/216069  
In attention of Mr. Neculai TIMARU – general manager 
 
 
As a reply to your address number DGS/6173 from the 04.04.2011 2.45 p.m, we let you know that: 
 
Reference: 
1. Note 1. Unmovable assets  
   1.2 Tangible unmovable assets–land reevaluation, according to OMFP no. 3055/2009 point 
123 (6)  
 

In 2007 they both evaluated the company’s “Lands”, and “Buildings” by a ANEVAR member (SC. 
EXPERT EVAL Ltd). By the Decision of A.G.O.A. no. 3 from the 26.04.2008, they approved the 
financial situations for 2007, less the inclusion of the differences from the land reevaluation. This 
proved to be a good prognosis, considering future events on the real estate market.  
 
In 2008 – 2010, the company did various steps for the alienation of some lands with attractive 
location, but unfinished. The causes for this incompletion were either the lack of demand, or the 
offer of a disadvantageous price, with the registered value in the accounting (the reevaluated one 
from 2005)   
 
Considering the above mentioned things, the executive management and the Council of 
Administration considered that it is not the moment to reevaluate the company’s lands, and decided 
to change the destination for the alienated lands, in reorganization studies and programs, having as 
aim the increase in the valuation degree. 
 
Documents and information determining the auditor’s opinion:  
- Appendage 6 from the Reevaluation report completed by SC EXPERT EVAL Ltd;  
- Decision of A.G.O.A. no. 3 from the 26.04.2008; 
- Decision of A.G.E.A. nr. 1 from the 27.09.2008; 
- C.A Decision no. 6 from 19.03.2010; no. 3 from 25.06.2010; no. 1 from 26.05.2010; no. 1 from 

30.07.2010; no. 2 from 30.08.2010; no. 1 from 30.09.2010; no. 1 din 28.10.2010; no. 1 from 
29.11.2010; 

- Decision of  A.G.E.A. no. 4 from 23.04.2010 
- B.R.M. Decision no. 1 from the 11.12.2008 regarding the sale of the land located at str. Aurel 

Vlaicu no. 34 (Hotel Central area) of Piatra Neamt; 
- List from the internet with offers: ”Sale lands: Piatra Neamt”.       
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2. Note 10. Other information 
10.2 Transactions with the affiliated parties – according OMFP no. 3055/2009 points 275. 
 
The company did transactions with the affiliated parties, as follows: 

 Debts on the 31st of December 2010: 0 lei;  

 Duties on the 31st of December 2010: 7.770 lei (0,063% of the total duties); 

 Sales in 2010: 44.935 lei (0,202% of the total net turnover); 

 Acquisitions in 2010: 117.557 lei (0,675% from exploitation expenses and 0,591% of the 
total expenses). 

 
The value of the transactions from 2010 with the affiliated entities was completed in normal market and 
price conditions.  
 
Therefore, in note 10 Other Information, that is: 10.2 Transactions with the affiliated parties, there was no 
reference to these transactions, being insignificant.   
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Onofrei Virginia Lidia, financial auditor 
Registered at the Chamber of the Romanian Financial Auditors with number with no. 863/2001 
On behalf of: 
AUDIT SERV Ltd  
Registered at the Chamber of the Romanian Financial Auditors with number with no.549/2004 
Bacau, 06th of April 2011  
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